
Operating system for the planet(s)

universal BANK   



Democracy didn’t get AN update IN a Long Time
PROBLEM

 Lack of trust



Lack of trust 

https://ourworldindata.org/trust



Validation:
Public trust in governments      







Solution
BLOCKCHAIN 
TransparenCY

Moving —> Business, governments and international NGOs to crypto and blockchain          



BUsiness MODEL

10% every transaction:

1% GLobal (NO-credit)
2% National
2% State  / provinces
4% region
1% Network  (No-credit)→Platform pays for itself 
     
Enabled  by UBI and “ hour smart contracts”-> everyone can work for the planet. 
the more value you add to the planet, the more token recognition you get. As well as hourly pay               

Blockchain taxation protocol



50% --> 10%

Laffer curve

lower taxes may 
increase tax revenue





HOw IT workS ?





eVERY TRANSACTION on the internet 10% donation / voluntary TAXes
People / Corporations spending money purchasing products /services / experiences on the 
internet donate/pay 10% voluntary taxes to the Planetary DAO 
( exempted from paying taxes in Nations )
( we allocate taxation al global level on the Internet - UNIVERSAL BANK )

blockchain TAXation protocol works like  ETH GAS FEEs and go to UNIVERSAL BANK.

GLOBAL MONEY: PHILANThROPy / CHARITY / TAXES / VCs / family offices
we ALLOCATE all to the UNIVERSAL BANK.

All humanity vote where global MONEY goES.   
Education…   Infrastructure…  Health…  Build new cities……? 

ARE YOU READY TO WORK FOR THE PLANET ….? To get recognition/reputation tokens…?
To be paid by the planet..?....….Government is Us …. 

 



Market size :  GLobal DIgital economy
  

1% taxes for the planet =

$1Trillion USD for the Planet Earth. 🌍
If we move all the economy to crypto and 
blockchain is possible to solve BIG Planetary 
Problems→ like Poverty , Climate Change or 
Economy inequality. 

Just think how we can change the world for better in the next 5,10,20 
years. Imagine this. We can do it !!

NOW it’s possible—> let’s take the crisis as an opportunity to change 
the world.  THIS ERA is perfect for that —> to move the civilization to 
the next level - to END THE WAR.

2023=  100 trillion USD 

                          
https://www.statista.com/statistics/268750/global-gross-domestic-pro
duct-gdp/



How would you like to use this money in Nations…? 
2% Nation - 2% states/provinces….?

How the 50/50 tax split in Nations 
benefits “LOCAL” communities?.......

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/gross-domestic-product



How  would you like to allocate global money in the planet?..... 

How direct credits would properly work?.....

We can replace other taxes and saving huge money on collection / policing / 
auditing…

- AGI consensus mechanism  for voting               

- Harberger Tax    →  Harberger Tax    

- Climate change    → Carbon Tax

- GeoISM  → Georgism

 

https://medium.com/@simondlr/what-is-harberger-tax-where-does-the-blockchain-fit-in-1329046922c6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_tax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgism


WE  SOLVE GLOBAL ID on the INternet

Wallets IDS for:

● People
● Corporations
● Nations States



Planet Earth 
Passport

 FIrst Product

IDs for citizens of the 
world

 

1 person = 1 vote
We enable all people to receive UBI



second Product

IDs for corporations 
of the world

We enable all enterprises 
to support Planet Earth.



third Product

IDs for Nations / 
States of the world

All countries/cities of the world receive funds

All human beings vote / track where taxes go












